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INTRODUCTION: A punch has previously been 
described as the ability to throw the arm and hand in a 
linear or angular trajectory through space to make 
physical contact with an object or person (Nakano, Lino, 
Imura, and Kojima., 2014, Lenetsky, Harris, and 
Brughelli., 2013, Piorkowski, Lees, and Barton., 2011, 
Guidetti, Musluini, and Baldari., 2002). Turner et al, 
suggested that the mass of the wrist, fist and arm 
provides a significant effect upon impact force, as a 
closed fist allows for better bracing to occur upon the 
wrist and fingers (Turner, Baker, and Stuart., 2011). 
Damaging punches are characterized by high; force, 
power, velocity, and momentum transfer (Turner et al., 
2011) which are impacted by individual’s body 
composition and training state (Cahill et al., 2019 in 
review).  Handsfield, Knaus, Fiorentino, Meyer, Hart, 
and Blemker. (2017) suggested muscle mass distribution 
could have significant positive, or negative impact upon 
performance in track sprinters. Transfer of momentum 
and punch peak impact force can be affected by varying 
mass and velocity characteristics with Lenetsky et al, 
suggesting “bracing” milliseconds prior to impact could 
amplify the “effective mass of the fist leading to  more 
efficient transfer of momentum (Lenetsky et al., 2013). 
As momentum is the product of mass and velocity, 
larger people tend to hit with greater impact forces, while 
smaller individuals produce higher fist velocities 
(Lenetsky et al., 2013, Turner et al., 2011, Nakano et al., 
2014, Piorkowski et al., 2011). Therefore, the purpose of 
this study was to highlight key predictors from select 
anthropometric measurements, of right handed punch 
peak impact force using automated step wise linear 
regression.   

METHODS: Thirty subjects (21 males: 21.68±4.46 y, 
180.63±9.41cm, 97.16±20.77 kg; 9 females: 21.56±2.55 
y, 162.85±5.12 cm, 65.37±8.13 kg) volunteered and 
provided written informed consent approved by the IRB 
at Coastal Carolina University. Striking proficiency 
ranged from novice to amateur boxer status established 
from pre participation self-report. The punching 
protocol consisted of two nonconsecutive testing 
sessions within a five day period lasting up to 85 
minutes. Day 1included height and weight (Detecto, 
Webb City, MO, USA), select body segment 
measurements, punching measurements and 
countermovement jump (CMJ) testing. Select 

circumference girths were measured from the waist 
(87.23±10.58 cm), chest (103.15±10.80 cm), wrist 
(17.17±1.92 cm), and fist (21.61±2.45 cm) and upper 
thigh by a single investigator on the right side of the 
body. Estimated segmental mass was then calculated for 
the foot (mean: 0.89±0.23 kg, 1.00 %), lower leg 
(4.23±1.15 kg, 4.80%), thigh (11.45±2.37 kg, 12.30%), 
torso (29.20±8.17 kg, 33.00%), upper arm (2.11±0.59 
kg, 2.40%), and lower arm (1.44±0.48 kg, 1.70%) from 
total body mass using the Dumas segmental inertia data 
(Dumas, Cheze, Verriest. 2007).   

A standardized warm up was performed as 
previously outlined by Cahill et al (2019 in review). 
Followed 60 seconds later by countermovement jumps 
(CMVJ) with an arm swing at 50%, 75% and then three 
at 100% effort. The punch protocol commenced 60 
seconds following completion using the right arm only. 
Physical and verbal instructions were given on how each 
punch would be performed in order to stabilize 
technique. Subjects were instructed to perform punches 
at 50%, 75% and 100% effort with four maximal 
punches performed and the average of the best two used 
for data analysis. A myotest accelerometer (Myotest SA, 
Sion, Switzerland), sampling at 500Hz in trainer mode 
was used to record maximal impact force (Fmax. 
Previous work by Bompouras, Relph, Orme, and 
Esformes., (2013) found that the Myotest Pro was a valid 
and reliable tool for assessing Fmax in the field. The 
accelerometer was taped to a 113.5 kg Rival Punching 
Bag in parallel with the site of impact.  Participants wore 
Fighting Sport S2 Pro gel under gloves (2.5 oz.) and 
Rival boxing gloves (10 oz.). Previously reported 
correlation where calculated between all anthropometric 
variables and three different right-handed punch styles 
(Cahill et al., 2019 in review). Automated modelling 
using a Stepwise Linear Regression procedure was 
carried out using these variables. Significance was set at 
p value of ≤ 0.05.  

RESULTS: Automated Stepwise Linear Regression 
produced best predictor grouping R2 values ranging 
from 0.574 - 0. 843 for Right Jab (RJab); see table 1, 
Right rear punch (Rrpunch); see table 2, and Right Hook 
(RHook); see table 3.  Right upper arm circumference  



 

TABLE 1. Automated Stepwise Linear regression for right 
lead leg jab.  
Predictors Importance (R2)    CD% 

Model                                               0.714   74.10 

Footmass transformed         0.052ns   5.21 

Rfist transformed         0.072ns   7.18 

UpparmR transformed         0.182   18.17 

Rwrist transformed         0.186   18.56 

Waist transformed          0.240   23.96# 

Age transformed         0.269   26.92# 

Note: #denotes negative predictor, ns denotes not significant 
at .05 level or below. 
 
TABLE 2. Automated Stepwise Linear Regression for right 
rear hand punch  
Predictors Importance (R2)      CD (%) 
Model 0.843   84.30 
Thighmass transformed  0.043   4.26 
Rfist transformed  0.047   4.69 

Rwrist transformed  0.127ns    12.67 
Waist transformed  0.222   22.16# 
Age transformed  0.258   25.75# 

UpparmR_transformed 0.305   30.45 

Note: #denotes negative predictor, ns denotes not significant 
at .05 level or below. 

TABLE 3. Automated Stepwise Linear Regression for right 
rear hand hook  

Predictors Importance (R2)    CD (%) 

Model 0.574   57.50 

Height transformed  0.142 ns    14.20 

Age transformed  0.189   18.85# 

UpparmR transformed 0.669   66.94 
Note: #denotes negative predictor, ns denotes not significant 
at .05 level or below. 

(UpparmR) was found to be a consistent predictor for 
all punch styles (R2  range; 0.181 – 0.669).       

DISCUSSION:  Results from the regressions run upon 
the three punching conditions revealed the strongest 
compound predictor’s for Rrpunch (R2 = .836, CD = 
83.60%). The strongest single positive predictor was 
Right upper arm girth, accounting for 30.45% (R2 = 
.305, CD = 30.45%) of total variance. Previous work by 
Cahill et al (2019, in review) revealed a very strong 

correlation between RrpunFmax and predicted upper 
arm mass (p=0.916) highlighting its very large effect 
upon RrpunFmax. As a punch is “thrown”, it would 
seem logical that the combined mass of the arm, wrist 
and fist would have a significant effect upon momentum 
transfer and impact force (Turner at al., 2011; Nakano et 
al., 2014; Lenetsky et al., 2013). Other positive predictors 
included right wrist circumference (R2 = .127, CD = 
12.7% not significant), and fist circumference ( R2 = 
.047, CD = 4.70%), and estimated upper thigh mass (R2 
=.043, CD = 4.30%). Remaining predictors where all 
negative (Waist circumference R2 = .222, CD = 22.16%, 
Age R2 = .124, CD = 12.40%) suggesting peak impact 
force declined with increasing age and waist 
circumference. As waist circumference is made up of 
muscle and fat mass, the latter may have negatively 
impacted relationships with peak punch impact force for 
larger individuals with higher body fat percentages. 
Higher lean body mass should have a greater impact on 
active force production if acquired through diet and 
resistance training (Hansfield et al., 2017, Girgic et al., 
2018). The next strongest predictor grouping was found 
for RJab (R2 = .741, CD = 74.15%). The best positive 
single predictor was right wrist circumference (R2 = .186, 
CD = 18.6). Guidetti et al (2002) found a strong 
correlation between wrist circumference and boxing 
performance (r=.780, p<0.05) which is in line with the 
correlation previously reported by these authors for fist 
circumference (r=0.657) (Cahill et al., 2019 in review). 
Momentum transfer upon contact may be increased due 
to larger circumferences of the wrist and fist (Lenetsky 
et al., 2012, Nakano et al., 2014, Turner et al., 2011). 
Right upper arm circumference produced a similar value 
(R2 = .182, CD = 18.20) suggesting, both factors 
contributed equally to peak impact force during the 
more linear RJab. Fist circumference and predicted foot 
mass where not significant predictors (p > .05). Negative 
predictors were similar to those highlighted previously. 
The weakest predictor grouping was found for RHook 
(R2 = .574, CD = 57.40%). The best single positive 
predictor was upper arm circumference (R2 = .669, CD 
= 66.9%) which was the greatest relative contribution of 
right arm circumference to any punch. Height (R2 = 
.142, CD = 14.20) was not found to be significant (p > 
.05). The RHook is reliant upon angular torque 
generation from Glenohumeral joint, therefore, right 
upper arm circumference becomes increasing important 
to momentum transfer upon contact. The RHook 
required greater instruction due to its unique 
characteristics and most subjects possessed novice 
technique causing them to have a greater reliance upon 
their upper extremities (Piorkowski et al., 2001, Cahill et 
al., 2019 in review).    
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CONCLUSIONS AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS: The current study highlighted select anthropometric 
measures accounting for a large significant amount of shared variance with punch peak impact force. The common 
predictor of right upper arm circumference further highlights the positive relationship between increasing upper arm size 
and peak impact force. The appropriate development, of larger, proximal muscles in the lower extremities and trunk along 
with smaller, distal muscles in the upper and lower arm may increase punch impact force when coupled with skill-based 
practice. Future studies could look at the effects of non-uniform hypertrophy training in boxers to optimize inertial 
contributions to punching.  
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